The way you do business has changed. Users are now located everywhere. Workloads have moved to the cloud, expanding attack surfaces—and increasing network complexity. What does this mean? Data is increasingly vulnerable. And since perimeter-based security is no longer enough, it’s time to implement solutions that protect it all.

Verizon and Palo Alto Networks
From architecture best practices to security regulation and compliance, we help you realize a secure path forward with key solutions.

Network security
Whether you need to secure your headquarters, remote offices or mobile workers, Verizon's Managed Security Services combined with Palo Alto Networks technology offers a comprehensive, integrated security platform built on automation, artificial intelligence (AI), and machine learning (ML) across networks, clouds and endpoints. Verizon helps build-in, rather than bolt-on, Palo Alto Networks security to our customer's digital programs, be it their network, data center, SOC operations or cloud adoption.

Prisma Access
Verizon's SASE Management combines managed SD-WAN capabilities with cloud security services to support zero trust network access, which is provided by Palo Alto Prisma Access.

See the benefits
• Consistent security services and access to cloud applications (including public cloud, private cloud and software as a service), delivered through a common framework for seamless user experiences.
• Protect app traffic to enable a secure remote workforce with exceptional user experiences.
• Support the dynamic network security needs of digital enterprises, while providing change management, incident management and health monitoring.

In addition, Verizon assigns a Client Security Engineer (CSE) to each customer. This individual provides dedicated, proactive client-facing Cybersecurity and Network Lifecycle engineering and advisory support, including configuration and management of features and platform capabilities.

Strata
Protect users, applications and data – anywhere
Use an ML-powered next-generation firewall to enhance security when end users are using Verizon Private IP Service to access the internet. Get visibility into sanctioned and unsanctioned applications across remote locations, utilize threat analysis and monitor east-west traffic.

Security operations
Secure connections help organizations weather unexpected storms, transform critical business processes, lower costs, simplify operations, and improve user experiences. From connecting multiple office locations to the cloud to keeping data secure with high visibility of potential threats, a secure remote access strategy can provide security without compromise.

Cortex
SOC AI-powered detection, prevention and automation
Cortex xDR Security orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR) capabilities are key to effective cybersecurity. Cortex offers invaluable tools for any SOC, including ML, AI and automation and actionable threat insights. Drive rapid detection and response to attacks with this solution, minimizing the time between compromise and detection to mitigate disruption, damage and liability.
Endpoint visibility

Achieve full visibility and access analytics to stop more attacks. Complete, consolidated endpoint security simplifies security operations for more efficient detection and response across all data, eliminating blind spots, reducing response time, scaling in-real time and lowering costs.

Cortex xDR
Enterprise-wide protection with data analytics

Safeguard endpoints with tools like NGAV, host firewall, disk encryption and USB device control. See more threats with ML-driven threat detection, and take action with intelligent alerts and incident management. With access to endpoints all in one place—even those not connected to the network—understand where vulnerabilities exist, and respond in real-time.

Professional services

Prisma Access is enhanced by Verizon Managed Security Services. Seasoned Verizon security professionals will implement, review and validate customer-initiated security policy change requests against your organization's existing compatibility and existing infrastructure. Receive access to a dedicated Verizon Security Services Advisor (SSA) who manages your security policy rule sets, provides trend reporting and analysis, and frees your staff so they can focus on priorities.

Partners for your success

Verizon and Palo Alto Networks' combined strengths offer an integrated security platform built on automation, and powered by artificial intelligence to enable consistent security everywhere.

Put trust in your network, and focus on transforming your business without compromising on security.

Gain your advantage
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